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Introduction
Planning for 
retirement and 
pensions is not 
easy, but it is vital 
if people are to 
avoid long-term 
poverty in old age. 
The old idea that 
stock markets can 
always be relied on 
to deliver long term 
strong returns has 
left millions facing 
an impoverished 
old age 
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Pensions and pensioners have been hugely damaged by the credit crisis. The 

pensions landscape is full of craters and some long-held assumptions seem to 

have been swept away. Pension funds have plunged in value as stock markets 

collapsed. Annuity rates have plummeted as the Bank of England prints money 

to buy gilts and employers are cutting contributions to their workers’ pension 

schemes, often substantially. 

Demographically, this could hardly have happened at a worse time. The baby 

boomers are about to retire – reaching state pension age from around now. But 

they did not have as many children as their forebears – fertility rates fell sharply 

in the 1970s so the proportion of workers to pensioners in the population is 

falling dramatically. There may not be enough taxpayers to pay their pensions. 

In 1941 there were 5.6 workers for each pensioner, in 2000 there were about  

4 workers for each pensioner and by 2040 there will be just 2.6.

This will put a huge burden on future taxpayers as a much smaller number  

of taxpayers will have to fund a much larger number of pensioners in future. 

And as pensioners are generally living longer, the costs are rising inexorably. 

What are pensions? 
Pensions comprise two major elements. Firstly, social welfare support to prevent 

older workers begging on the streets. This was the original idea of the UK state 

pension. The other element of pensions is private long-term savings. People 

put money away when they are working, and then live on that money to give 

themselves a better lifestyle later.

The landscape has changed. Social welfare is normally a Government role, 

but employers also took on some of this responsibility, when paternalistic 

20th-century employers set up final salary pension schemes to support their 

workers in retirement. These schemes offered benefits just like social welfare, 

with employers promising to pay pensions for however long the workers lived. 

This allowed successive UK Governments to reduce our state pension, as they 

expected employer pensions to make up for state cuts. 

As life expectancy kept increasing, regulatory burdens rose and investment 

returns began to falter, employers cut back on their pension promises to new 

members. Nearly all final salary schemes have closed, so the social welfare 

element of UK pensions has fallen. That means the private savings part has to 

provide far more, otherwise pensioners will be much poorer. 

However, employer final salary pensions were also providing much of the private 

long-term savings for pensions. Workers paid into these schemes and often 

had no other savings. As employers close their final salary pensions, they are 

replacing them with much less generous and more risky money purchase pension 

plans, which place increasing burdens on individuals to provide for their own 

retirement. Employers have been sharply reducing their pension contributions 

too. These factors were already putting pressure on pensions in recent years, but 

the credit crisis has dramatically worsened the situation. The more Government 

and employers cut back, the more individuals have to do for themselves.

Do people really understand what is happening? 
As the UK state pension is so low, they really need other private income to 

avoid poverty, but pensions and savings are not producing good incomes for 

many. The extreme volatility of stock market investments has caused significant 

damage. For example, PwC recently calculated that defined contribution pension 

investors have lost 3% a year, each year for the last 10 years. Someone whose 

contributions over the past 10 years were £24,000 and who invested this in the 

stock market, would now have a fund worth £21,000. Aon figures show that 

defined contribution pension assets have fallen more than 25% since the start 

of the credit crunch. Pension planning has traditionally relied on stock market 

growth to provide good pensions, but over the past 10 years, equity returns have 

averaged just 1.3% a year, much lower than returns on both cash and bonds.  

By contrast, in the ten years before that, equity returns averaged 16.1% a year.  

Employer final salary schemes delivered quite well for the current generation, 

but the costs and risks proved too high to bear. Without final salary or other 

defined benefit pension schemes, people are now increasingly on their own 

and have to shoulder far more responsibility for providing for their retirement 

income than previous generations. 

Do we know what the important issues are? 
How well equipped are most people to deal with the costs and risks involved 

in long-term pension planning? What is the objective of pension savings – is it 

to deliver security in retirement? Or is it to maximise potential returns on the 

pension savings?

This highlights two vital elements. It is important to separate the concept 

of building up a ‘pension fund’, from that of receiving ‘pension income’. 

Confusion often arises, because the accumulated pension ‘fund’ is also referred 

to as the ‘pension’ but that is not really correct. Many people feel they are 

saving in a ‘pension’ and policymakers often refer to them as having a ‘pension’ 

but in reality, putting money into a pension fund, is not the same as receiving a 

‘pension’ out of it. Both elements entail risks and challenges.

Planning for retirement and pensions is not easy, but it is vital if people are 

to avoid long-term poverty in old age. The old idea that stock markets can 

always be relied on to deliver long term strong returns has left millions facing 

an impoverished old age. Many people really want to achieve a measure of 

security in their old age – they are not so worried about maximising investment 

returns. Perhaps new approaches to pension planning are needed in light of the 

current crisis and upheavals in the pensions market.
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Employer pension provision in decline
In future, private sector workers cannot rely on final salary schemes any more. 

They are increasingly on their own to a large extent. Employers are switching 

to money purchase (or defined contribution) schemes, in which the employer 

contributions are far lower. Final salary schemes generally require contributions 

of more than 20% of each worker’s salary. Average contributions to money 

purchase schemes are less than 10% of salary. Indeed, in recent months, there 

is evidence that employers are cutting pension contributions even further in 

response to the credit crisis. A leading pension consultancy firm – Aon which 

closed its final salary scheme in 1999 and switched workers into a replacement 

money purchase scheme with much lower contributions, has just reduced its 

standard contributions for older workers in that money purchase scheme – 

from 12% to 6%. Of course, the less money employers pay into their workers 

pension funds, the lower the future pension taken out is likely to be. This trend 

is expected to accelerate, especially when the Governments new ‘personal 

accounts’ pension scheme is introduced after 2012 which will require only  

3% employer contributions. 

As both state and employer pension provision decline, the importance of 

individual long-term savings increases. If employers help less and less with 

workers pensions, people will be increasingly on their own to cope with both 

the costs and the risks.

Section 1
As stock markets 
have collapsed, 
pension fund  
values have fallen 
and the result has  
been devastation  
for many  
pension plans 

The UK Pension System –  
betting on equity returns
A model for the rest of the world – 
bet the ranch on equities!
In the 1990s, UK pension policy was often said to provide a model for the 

rest of the world. A very low state pension, supplemented by good employer 

or personal pensions, with pension contributions invested mainly in the stock 

market to produce strong growth. This was expected to ensure supporting an 

ageing population would be perfectly affordable. Long-term equity investments 

would deliver strong returns to pay generous pensions in retirement. 

Essentially, the entire UK pension system has been based on a bet that equities 

would always do well enough over the long term to reliably deliver good 

pensions. The generous final salary pension promises – as well as forecasts for 

good personal pensions – all relied on the equity gamble paying off, and the 

expected strong equity returns enabled successive Governments to cut UK state 

pensions over time.

Reliance on stock market investing to deliver good  
private pensions
The ‘cult of the equity’ started in the 1960s in UK company schemes and was 

imported into personal pensions in the late 1980s. Government forecasts 

consistently showed the costs of supporting the dramatic rise in the number 

of pensioners would remain very low, because rising private pensions would 

benefit from the stock market, offset falling state payments and leave retirees 

with a good income.

So the framework of UK pensions was that workers would be looked after, 

either by their employer or by clever investment managers delivering long term 

strong returns by investing money in equities. The idea that equity markets 

might not deliver over the long term was never seriously entertained by 

policymakers. That meant nobody explained to workers that this whole policy 

entailed significant risks. They were effectively gambling their future security  

on the stock market!

As stock markets have collapsed, pension fund values have fallen and the result 

has been devastation for many pension plans. This significantly increases the 

risk of future poverty in the UKs rapidly ageing population.
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Section 2
Investors cannot 
actually rely on 
equity investments 
to deliver stronger 
returns than bonds

Pensions and investment risk

Everyone relying on risky equities 
It was said to be axiomatic that, if investors were willing to ‘take more risk’  

and invest in the stock market, this risk would be rewarded over the long-term. 

Every single equity investor was led to believe that, although markets might be 

‘volatile’ in the short-term, over the long-run their equity investments would 

deliver strong returns higher than government bonds. They would all benefit 

from the ‘equity risk premium’. 

However, this may be an incorrect interpretation. Financial theory suggests  

that on average, over the long term, equities should perform better than  

risk-free bonds. 

This only applies on average, so some will benefit from the risk premium, and 

some won’t. It also only applies ‘over the long term’ but we do not know how 

long that is. Some will win, many will not. Policy did not factor in the possibility 

of equities not outperforming gilts, therefore, there has been no planning for 

the inadequate level of private pensions that people are encountering today.

In reality, theory tells us nothing about whether a particular investor or fund 

which decides to take the investment risk of investing in equities, will actually 

achieve higher returns than investing in risk free bonds. It also does not say 

how long it might take for any such outperformance to occur. Therefore, 

investors cannot actually rely on equity investments to deliver stronger returns 

than bonds. In fact, in Japan, the stock market is still one-fifth of its level 20 

years ago with no signs of recovery. Even in the UK, bonds have outperformed 

equities for the last 10 years. 

8 9

On the chart below, comparing the blue line (stock market) and the red line 

(government bonds), shows that over the last 10 years, bonds have increased 

by about 70%, but equities have fallen by around 15%. So £10,000 invested in 

safe Government bonds has increased by 70% in the past ten years and would 

now be worth £17,000, while £10,000 invested in the ‘high risk’ stock market, 

would have fallen by about 15% and would now be worth just £8,500, even 

after dividends income is included. 

Equities v Bonds UK

Source: Lipper April 2009
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Section 2
If rising life 
expectancy 
outstrips equity 
growth, the future 
pension income  
will fall

Below is a chart which shows what has happened to the stock market (the 

Nikkei 300) and government bonds in Japan. As you can see, government 

bonds have increased during the 15 year period by about 80% while the stock 

market has seen a decline of almost 50%.

Equities v Bond – Japan

Source: Lipper April 2009 

Manager underperformance and high charges 
increase risk further
In fact, the risks of relying on stock market returns may be even greater. Even  

if equities in general, did reliably outperform bonds by a specific ‘risk premium’ 

margin (usually thought to be 2-3% a year), there would still be a risk that 

manager underperformance or high charges would eliminate this and the 

investments would not grow by more than risk-free bonds. 

Equities also cannot be relied on to outperform longevity
There is also no economic rationale to expect that equity market performance 

will actually keep up with improving life expectancy. 
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So, for pension investors, there is yet another potential area of disappointment 

from equity investments. Even if stock markets do grow strongly, this growth 

may not be enough to spread the same level of pension income over an  

ever-lengthening retirement. If rising life expectancy outstrips equity growth, 

the future pension income will fall. 

Old axioms let us down
The bottom line is that financial theory tells us nothing about whether any 

particular pension investors will actually benefit from the equity risk premium  

at all! Perhaps they ‘should’ in theory, but they may not in practice. 

This conclusion runs counter to perceived wisdom and also counters the basis 

of pension investing. The old axioms may be flawed and the risks of equity 

investing seem to have been dangerously underestimated. 

Relying on equity markets to fund future pensions seemed fine for a time,  

but has not worked in recent years. Unfortunately for future pensioners, 

everyone was relying on strong stock market returns. The Government relied  

on this to enable it to reduce state pensions, employers relied on this to fund 

the over-generous final salary pension promises and individuals in private 

pensions were relying on this too – although often they did not truly realise it! 

So what is most important to pension savers? Is it to try to get a much higher 

return but with the chance that they could actually lose money instead? Or 

is it most important to avoid losses and achieve some certainty? The answers 

to these questions may vary from one individual to another, but many people 

do not even realise there is a choice. Many people believe firmly in the equity 

risk premium, but what if they are wrong? As long as they can live with the 

consequences, that’s fine, but it is important to recognise this eventuality.
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Manager risk compounds investment risk. Even if you choose the right asset 

classes to invest in, if you select poor active managers, you will still risk not 

performing well. Manager risk can be mostly overcome by choosing passive, 

rather than active managers. This should ensure you capture the trends in the 

chosen assets, without too much risk of substantial underperformance. 

Longevity risk has proven a substantial problem for pension investors. In 

reality, life expectancy has increased far more sharply than previously forecast – 

rising about 1 year in every 4 years. This adds significantly to the cost of paying 

pensions, since the payments have to last for a much greater number of years 

than before. Of course it is good news that we are all likely to live much longer, 

but that also means that pensions potentially have to last for many more years 

than would have been expected in the past. This will obviously increase the cost 

of providing pensions and there are no easy ways to protect against this risk.

Inflation risk has been a particular issue for final salary pension schemes. 

As the future pension will be related to future salary just before retirement, 

final salary scheme employers were exposed to the risks that wages would 

rise much faster than prices. Then, when pensions start to be paid, they are 

often expected to increase with price inflation. Index-linked bonds can offer 

protection against rising price inflation but it is very difficult to hedge salary 

inflation risks. 

Interest rate risk can be problematic for final salary pension schemes, as the 

employer has to ensure that the specific level of pension promises is properly 

provided for. The lower interest rates go, the higher the amount of money 

the employer needs to put into the pension scheme to cover future pension 

payments, since he would be expected to earn lower rates of return over time 

on the fund’s assets. For individuals, interest rate risk is most relevant as they 

get close to retirement, because the cost of buying an annuity will be linked  

to the level of interest rates. Low rates make annuities more expensive.  

(See Section 5 for a fuller description of annuities).

Regulation risk was also a particular problem for final salary pension schemes, 

because Governments kept adding extra burdens and requirements onto 

employers over the years, all of which kept making the pension provision more 

expensive. This particular risk should be less problematic for investors in private 

pensions, although the current requirement to purchase an annuity by age  

75 could present difficulties in future. 

Section 3
If individuals no 
longer have a final 
salary or other 
defined benefit 
pension scheme, 
they face all these 
risks and costs 
themselves

The risks and costs of 
private pension provision
Employers took on huge risks – and costs – in their final salary pension schemes 

by offering to pay a specific level of pension to their employees when they 

retired – no matter how long they lived. Past years have vividly demonstrated 

that it is not just the level of cost that has posed problems for employers 

providing good pensions, it is also the uncertainty of that cost. How long will 

the workers live? What will happen to future salaries? What assets will give the 

best returns? 

These uncertainties have been brought into stark relief by the credit crisis – 

during which assets have fallen, liabilities have increased, and deficits have 

soared. Employer schemes generally had no protection against falling equity 

markets, falling interest rates or rising life expectancy and this lack of protection 

has led to huge funding problems. 

Of course, the employers generally believed they did not need protection,  

as they expected stock market returns would be high enough to overcome all 

these obstacles and keep paying out good pensions. This optimism has not paid 

off and, as employers try to reduce their exposure to pension commitments, 

this leaves workers much more exposed.

If individuals no longer have a final salary or other defined benefit pension 

scheme, they face all these risks and costs themselves. It is therefore important 

that people understand what risks and costs have now passed from employers 

onto their own shoulders.

Looking at the risks that employers took on with a final salary pension  

scheme gives us an idea of the risks that individuals now increasingly face. 

These include:

n	 Investment risk

n	 Manager risk

n	 Longevity risk

n	 Inflation risk

n	 Interest rate risk

n	 Regulation risk

Investment risk is higher, the more risky the assets invested in. When 

choosing which assets to invest in for the long term, people are encouraged 

to think about potential risks and returns. However, not enough attention has 

been paid to the risk element of the equation! For those who chose to invest in 

the stock market over the past 10 years, the value of their investments will now 

be lower than if they had taken no investment risk at all.

12
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Section 3
Many people 
are finding their 
pension fund values 
have fallen hugely 
in recent months, 
leaving their 
retirement plans  
in jeopardy 
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Modelling the effects of the credit crisis on people 
retiring today

Imagine a 65-year old who had £50,000 in his pension fund and decided 

to retire in April 2008.

He could have bought a standard annuity at age 65 to give him a pension 

income of £3,700 a year (£71.15 a week) for the rest of his life.

Imagine his colleague, age 64, who also had £50,000 in his pension fund 

in April 2008 with 60% invested in the stock market, but no protection 

against market falls. Over the year from April 2008 to April 2009 the stock 

market fell by 33%. The value of his fund would have gone down by 

around 20%, so his pension fund would be worth only about £40,000.

If he wants to retire in April 2009 age 65, he will also find that annuity 

rates have become much more expensive. 

Following the Bank of England’s dramatic rate cuts and quantitative easing 

policy which has depressed gilt yields, annuity rates have moved against 

him. His pension income in April 2009 would actually be only £2,692 a 

year or £51.77 a week.

So he will receive £51.77 each week for the rest of his life, whereas his 

friend who bought his annuity a year before will receive £71.15 a week – 

a fall of 27% in just a year.

He had no protection against either falling investment markets, or 

worsening annuity rates.

If he had been able to protect the value of his pension fund, he would still 

have £50,000 in his pension fund. This would then buy him an annuity 

income of £3,365 a year (or £64.71 a week). That would mean his loss for 

the year was far less at just 9%. Could he have avoided this loss too?

If he had also bought a deferred pension income guarantee, (see Section 

5) to insure his future income at least at a minimum level, he could also 

have achieved higher income still. 

15

Employer final salary schemes also took care of the costs of pension provision, 

so workers did not have to worry about these directly either. The costs include:

n	 Investment management costs

n	 Cost of investment advice and manager selection

n	 Cost of setting up and running the pension fund  

and collecting contributions

n	 Cost of actuarial advice 

n	 Cost of administering pension payments

When responsible for their own private pensions, individuals will shoulder  

all these costs themselves, either directly or indirectly. The costs of investment 

management, investment advice and administration can take more than 2%  

a year out of a pension fund.

As private employers end final salary schemes, risks 
and costs fall on workers themselves – are people aware 
and prepared?
Most people do not fully appreciate all these risks and costs involved in 

planning for their pensions. The difficulties of saving for retirement have been 

woefully underestimated by both policymakers and the individuals themselves. 

In reality, it is not only employer final salary schemes which are in trouble. 

Almost all money purchase pension schemes, whether organised privately 

or by employers, have suffered. Many people are finding their pension fund 

values have fallen hugely in recent months, leaving their retirement plans in 

jeopardy. Aon calculations show that a 60 year old earning £25,000 a year 

and contributing 10% of his salary into a pension, has seen his total projected 

pension at age 65 fall by 36% during the credit crisis. In September 2007, he 

would have expected to retire on a pension of around £17,000 a year, but due 

to the falling markets and rising annuity prices, his expected pension at age  

65 has now fallen to under £11,000 a year. If they cannot rely on the state and 

their employer to provide much pension income, people face huge challenges 

and may want to protect themselves better in future. 
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The future – what now?
The scenario that equity markets might underperform gilts for decades  

was never factored into forecasts when people originally invested in their 

private pensions.

If we cannot assume stock markets will deliver reliable, high long-term returns 

for decent pensions, then a new approach to saving and retirement planning 

may be called for. Citizens will need to take much greater responsibility for 

both building up a pension fund and then taking out the pension income from 

that fund. 

In reality, as life expectancy keeps increasing, pension planning is likely to entail 

some combination of higher savings, longer working lives, more flexibility and 

better protection than we are used to. This conclusion was borne out clearly in 

the results of two surveys just carried out by MetLife.

17

For those considering income drawdown as an alternative, the impact 

of falling markets can be even more decisive. Consider our 65 year old 

investor who decides to take a drawdown income of £2,500 each year 

from their fund. The impact of the withdrawals on the fund as markets 

fall is likely to be quite severe. At the end of the year the fund is likely to 

be no greater than £37,500, due to the falls in the stock market during 

the above period. If markets were to continue to fall (as they did between 

2000 and 2002), the fund after another year and a further 20% fall could 

be worth only £27,500. So taking income of only 10% of the fund could 

lead to a drop in its value of almost 50% if markets fail to perform which 

means that your pot of money runs out very quickly and you will have to 

look for alternatives.

A unit-linked guarantee, may not prevent the erosion of the fund value as 

income would still be deducted from the fund, however it would ensure 

that the retiree would continue to receive an income for the rest of their 

lives (unlike the income drawdown option above).

If a 65 year old had a pension fund worth £50,000 invested in April 2008, 

he could have purchased an income for life of £2,650 a year. 

After the market falls over the following year, his fund would normally 

have fallen to £40,000, and his income on the same basis would only 

have been £2,000 from the unit-linked guarantee. However, because the 

value of his original pension fund has been protected, his income would 

still be £2,500 a year, due to the insurance policy that has protected his 

April 2008 pension fund and income level. 

If we cannot assume 
stock markets will 
deliver reliable, high 
long-term returns 
for decent pensions, 
then a new approach 
to saving and 
retirement planning 
may be called for
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Section 4
Unfortunately, it 
seems the coming 
generation faces 
being forced to stay 
at work because 
they can no longer 
rely on private 
pensions

Survey results

So what has happened recently as a result of the economic meltdown?  

MetLife conducted two nationwide surveys, asking people about their attitudes 

to long-term investment. 

The first was a survey of those closest to retirement – age 55-64 – which asked 

how they have been influenced by the credit crisis. 

The second covered all age groups and asked about their retirement plans  

and how their views have changed as a result of the recent events. 

The results show that the credit crisis has damaged nationwide confidence in 

the long-term benefits of equity investing. It has also left upcoming pensioners 

disappointed with their pensions and needing to continue working to afford 

the lifestyles they want. 

Heavy reliance on stock market investments has been a disappointment to 

many of those approaching retirement and a significant minority wish they  

had never bothered with pensions at all. A summary of the results is as follows: 

Survey of people age 55-64: Those closest to retirement  
disappointed with pensions and need to keep working
n	 Over half (54%) said that their pensions would fall short of expectations 

and were worried that they would not get a good income

n	 A third felt they had wasted their money and wish they had not bothered 

with pensions or were not pleased that they had done so

n	 Only 4% of these respondents said they were pleased with their pension 

and expected it to give them a good income 

n	 56% said they would now continue working in retirement, either full-time 

or part-time 

n	 Less than a third said they will definitely not work 
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Survey of all ages: Credit crisis has knocked confidence  
in stock market
n	 Half of all respondents said they were not confident and only 1% were 

very confident that long-term equity investment would deliver good 

retirement income 

n	 Two thirds are less confident in the stock market because of the credit 

crisis and only 9% believed the stock market was a sound long-term 

investment, suggesting that recent events have dented faith in equities 

Survey of all ages: Interest in insuring against stock 
market losses
n	 43% of people said they would like the idea of being able to pay for some 

insurance against losing money in the stock market and that this would 

make them more confident

Clearly, for some older people, remaining in the labour force may not be a 

problem and they may even welcome this. But, unfortunately, it seems the 

coming generation are being forced to stay at work because they can no longer 

rely on private pensions, even if they have followed all the conventional advice 

and invested for the long term, been willing to take investment risk and set 

aside money for their retirement. The reality is that we may need to re-think 

our attitudes to pension planning, longer-term investing and later life income. 
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Section 5
The more you put 
in and the better 
the investments 
perform, the greater 
the sum of money 
built up in this 
pension fund  
over time

A new approach to 
pension planning
Can insurance protection work for you?
We have already discussed the two very distinct elements of pensions – 

accumulating a pension fund and taking a pension income from that fund. 

Having a pension fund, is not the same as getting a good pension income. 

The two parts are both important to your future security and you need to 

understand them, and then perhaps consider ways to plan more securely 

for both.

SECTION 5A: Building up a ‘pension fund’
The value of your ‘pension fund’ when you reach the age at which you need  

to start living on some income from the fund, will depend on:

n	 The contributions paid in over the years

n	 What assets the money has been invested in 

n	 How those chosen investments perform

n	 The charges paid to whoever provides or manages the pension fund

Of course, the more you put in, the better the investments perform, and the 

lower the charges, the greater the sum of money built up in this pension fund 

over time. Deciding on the right mix of contributions, investments and charges 

is key to accumulating a good pension fund. 

Traditional thinking may be too inflexible – a pensions tale
In the past, people trying to build up a good pension fund were given two 

main choices:

1. Chase higher potential returns in the stock market by being willing to take 

investment risk. This was expected to be rewarded in the long term and 

everyone was led to believe they could rely on more later life income with 

lower contributions

2. Choose lower risk, lower potential return investments, which will deliver 

slow, steady growth, but would probably need much higher contributions 

to deliver an acceptable later life income

Perhaps one could liken these choices to the fabled race between the tortoise 

and the hare. Slow and steady, but get there in one piece, or run like mad and 

hope you don’t collapse along the way.

Except most people were advised that, if there were a long enough race,  

the hare would always pick himself up from any collapse and win the race.  

So almost everyone was encouraged to choose the higher-risk strategy – 

because it would deliver higher returns. We have now learned, however, that 

the strategy can fail. 
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If you can afford to lose some of your savings then you may decide to face  

the markets ‘open-chested’ and not worry about losing money. But if you need 

more certainty and do not want to take so much risk, what can you do to give 

yourself more peace of mind? 

More choices now – new thinking, insurance protection
Nowadays there is a third option – a ‘protected approach’ which offers 

insurance against falling stock markets by using what are called ‘unit-linked 

guarantees’. These have been very popular in the US and Japan and are 

now building market share in the UK. They may increasingly become part of 

mainstream retirement planning, as turbulent market conditions increase the 

attractions of insurance guarantees.

With this new approach, it is possible to try to achieve higher potential returns 

from stock markets, but to also take out some insurance against big losses. So, 

in our analogy, even if the hare collapses, he has paid for a rescue to get him to 

the finishing line! 

If you have plenty of other secure income for retirement, you may not need 

to worry about whether or not your pension does well, but if you do not have 

much else to rely on, then you may be attracted to the insurance idea. These 

unit-linked guarantees should give a return – on average – above the returns 

on risk free assets (UK Government gilts) and below those of equities without 

any insurance, but you still have the opportunity to benefit from strong markets 

– while at the same time insuring yourself against losing money if markets do 

not do well. 

Of course, after the very sharp falls suffered by equity markets in recent 

months, you may think that equities have significant upside potential. This 

could be true, but can you rely on it? If you are totally convinced that the stock 

market has to go up and can’t fall much, then you may feel confident to take 

the risk and wait for it to work for you. But if you are not absolutely sure, or 

cannot afford to be wrong, you may want to consider buying some insurance.

In reality, there is no certainty about the stock market rising strongly. If the 

economy does not recover strongly, or if the UK experiences a repeat of the 

Japanese experience, there could also be much more downside risk even from 

current levels. Therefore, you may be attracted to keeping money invested in 

the stock market, but you might also like to pay for some insurance in case the 

market does actually fall further in coming years. 

“
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Insuring your 
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stock market
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SECTION 5B: Building up a ‘pension fund’
Once you reach retirement, you will need to think about taking an income from 

your pension fund. You may want to take income immediately, or you may 

prefer to wait. There are different choices open to you on retirement and the 

decision is not always simple.

Tax-free lump sum
Firstly, it is important to know that the law allows you to take up to a quarter 

of your pension fund as a tax free lump sum on retirement. This money can be 

taken and spent as you wish. You could also decide to live on it for a while and 

leave the rest of your pension fund invested in the markets, hoping to benefit 

from good returns in future. This option, of course, means that you will still be 

at risk of falling markets on the remainder of your pension fund.

Of course people want to know how much pension they will receive in future, 

but the amount of pension income you will get from your pension fund is not 

easy to predict in advance. It can be affected by many factors and you will have 

a number of possible choices to make, which will affect your pension income. 

Everyone with a private pension fund needs to understand what options are 

available for taking a pension income out of it.

Until recently, the law required that all the money accumulated in a money 

purchase pension fund [apart from the initial tax-free cash lump sum] must 

be converted into a lifetime, lifelong income, at the latest by age 75. There 

are significant tax penalties if this is not done. Even today, the most common 

way of converting a pension fund into pension income is to buy an annuity. 

The annuity is therefore probably what most people would think of as their 

‘pension’. Last year, more than 450,000 annuities were bought, worth about 

£11billion, but many people may not realise the potential pitfalls. They may also 

not know about the alternative options available to them. Datamonitor figures 

show that 90% of retirees just buy the fixed annuity that is offered by their 

pension company and 40% of them do not even consider any other options. 
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Insurance for some peace of mind? 
Obviously, taking out such insurance has costs. If the stock market performs 

well your pension fund will not get the full benefit, but equally, if equities fall 

again, your pension fund will be protected by the insurance. Compare this with 

house insurance. Most people would prefer not to leave their home uninsured, 

so why would you not consider insuring your future retirement resources too? 

You would, of course, need to weigh up the potential benefits provided by the 

insurance, against the costs. 

Insurance costs have risen
After the recent sharp market falls, the costs of insuring against stock market 

losses have increased. That does not necessarily mean you should not choose 

to insure your pension fund. Again, compare this with insuring your other 

big asset – your house. If you have just been burgled, or just had a flood, the 

insurance company may increase your premium. Would you then say ‘I won’t 

bother with insurance now because the odds are it won’t happen again’. Or 

would you still take out insurance cover in case it does happen again? You may 

consider the costs of the insurance too high once you look into it properly, but 

it is important to at least know that this option is available – and you would 

probably not rule it out on the basis of cost alone. 

What happens when you insure your pension fund
Insuring your pension fund will cover you against losing money in the stock 

market. This allows you to invest in equities, giving the opportunity to benefit 

from rising markets over time – but also knowing that you will not end up with 

less than you actually put in over the years. 

The insurance approach can also give you a chance to lock-in gains periodically 

after a market rise. For example, if your pension fund is worth £50,000 today, 

the insurance would guarantee that your fund value will not fall below £50,000 

in future. If, after say three years, the value of your investments has risen by 

20% to £60,000, then the insurance could lock in that gain. This would then 

mean that the value of your pension fund will not fall below £60,000 in future. 

Even if markets then fall back over the following years, the minimum value of 

your pension fund would still be £60,000 and that value would be guaranteed 

by the insurance policy whenever you want to retire. This process would be 

repeated periodically until you decide to start taking a pension income out of 

your pension fund. If the fund value has increased as investments perform well, 

the new higher value will be protected, but if the investments perform badly, 

the fund value remains protected and will not fall.

“
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Annuities explained…
An annuity is the most common form of ‘pension’ received from a  

private pension fund (other than from final salary employer schemes).  

If you buy an annuity, all the money in your pension fund, after taking any 

tax free cash, is given to an insurance company. In exchange for this sum 

of money, the insurer promises to pay a specified level of income until  

you die. 

Once the annuity has been bought, your pension fund cannot grow any 

more and the amount of pension income is set for the rest of your life1 – 

you can never change your annuity once you’ve bought it. So, if you buy 

your annuity when the value of your pension fund has been hit by falling 

markets (as now), or when interest rates are particularly low (as now), 

you’re stuck with it for the rest of your life. If markets or interest rates go 

up again in future, you can never benefit from this. Equally, once you buy 

a fixed annuity, if inflation rises sharply you cannot protect your income 

either (unless you have bought an inflation-linked or escalating annuity).

In fact, the pension income that your pension fund will buy can vary 

significantly over time as annuity rates change. The amount that an 

insurer will promise to pay each year is linked to movements in interest 

rates and life expectancy, so the amount of pension income you will 

receive will change according to when you bought the annuity.

The cost which an annuity provider charges when selling you an annuity 

i.e. the amount it promises to pay you each year in exchange for the 

money in your pension fund, will depend on:

n	 The number of years you (and any partner, if applicable)  

are expected to live

n	 The assumed investment return on the sum of money you give them 

from your pension fund – lower expected returns mean  

lower pension 

n	 A margin for risk 

n	 A margin for profit

1 It is important for people to understand that there are different types of fixed annuity available. 
Sometimes an annuity will be ‘joint-life’ and will continue to pay out to a named partner or spouse until 
their death too. If you have an existing illness or reason to think you might die earlier than ‘normal’, you 
should buy a standard annuity. You could buy a special annuity called an ‘impaired life’ or ‘enhanced’ 
annuity, which will give you much higher income than a standard annuity or consider leaving your money 
invested and passing on the majority of your pension fund to your heirs. Unfortunately, many people do 
not realise this and end up locked into the wrong type of annuity.
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Section 5
At age 60 you could 
still have well over 
30 years of life 
ahead of you
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What if you don’t want to buy an annuity?
In recent years, the Government has introduced more flexibility regarding 

taking an income from your accumulated pension fund. Although the majority 

of people just opt for a fixed lifetime annuity, there are more choices now. 

What products are available at retirement to provide pension income?

1. Fixed rate lifetime annuity

2. Inflation-linked or escalating lifetime annuity

3. With-profits (investment-based) lifetime annuity

4. Income drawdown

5. Unit-linked guarantees 

Of course having more choice also adds to complexity. This may make it more 

difficult for you to assess your options and make sensible choices for your 

future. The best thing is usually to take independent financial advice. Making 

the right choice is so important. At age 60 you could still have well over  

30 years of life ahead of you. You will want to use your pension savings as  

well as you can to help fund your retirement, without running out of money 

and ending up in poverty. 

You might also want to ensure you don’t lock into an annuity rate at the 

worst time without any chance to benefit from better rates – or a higher value 

pension fund – in future.

“ “



Credit crisis has hit pensions hard
Not only has the credit crisis resulted in the value of most people’s pension 

funds falling, it has also led to a significant drop in interest rates. As the Bank 

of England prints money to buy gilts and corporate bonds, in pursuit of its 

policy of quantitative easing, it is pushing rates down further and, therefore, 

leading to lower annuity pension income for anyone buying an annuity now.  

In fact, just in the past few weeks, annuity values have fallen sharply.

Because annuities are such an inflexible product, this means that converting 

your pension fund into an annuity at the moment could be a very bad time 

for you. If markets do recover, your pension fund will have been given away 

to the insurance company and you cannot benefit from higher asset prices. If 

interest rates go back up again you will also not be able to benefit from better 

annuity pricing in future either. Therefore, many people may want to consider 

alternative options.

The chart below shows the substantial fall in annuity rates since 1991. 

A pension fund of £50,000 in 1990, would have given you a pension income 

for life from age 65 (for a single man) of about £150 a week. In 2000, a 

pension fund of £50,000 would have bought you an annuity income of 

only about £87 a week. Today, it would buy you just less than £65 a week. 

The annual pension has fallen from £7,685 a year in 1990, to just £3,365 

a year today. Clearly, the amount of pension income you can receive from 

your pension fund is almost impossible to predict as market rates change 

substantially over time.

Annuity Rates (single life, male age 65) 1991-2009 

Source: Lipper April 2009
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When interest rates are low, annuity pension income falls
Annuity rates are linked to interest rates – particularly to bond yields. As 

interest rates fall, the amount that the insurance company can expect to 

earn each year on the money it takes in from your pension fund will be 

lower. This means if interest rates are low just when you need to buy your 

annuity, the amount an annuity provider will promise to pay out each 

year will also be lower. For example, when annuity rates are about 10%, 

pension income from a £50,000 pension fund will be about £5,000 a year 

for the rest of your life. But if rates fall to about 5%, the lifetime annuity 

pension income you would be offered from your pension fund halves to 

around just £2,500 a year for the rest of your life.

As life expectancy increases, your annuity pension  
income falls
As life expectancy increases, insurance companies will expect to have to 

spread out the money they get from your pension fund over a greater 

number of years, so the amount of annual pension income they promise to 

pay falls. The same amount of money in your pension fund today will buy 

far less annual pension income today than it would have done in past years. 

Annuity costs have risen substantially over the years
As interest rates have fallen over time and life expectancy has also 

increased, annuities have become increasingly expensive. The same size 

of pension fund 20 years ago would have provided well over double the 

amount of pension income that it would buy today – and how can we 

know what pension income that sum might buy in future? 

Benefits of annuities
n	 Certainty of income – you can plan your future

n	 Single life, level annuities give higher starting income

n	 Don’t need to worry about investment performance any more

n	 Relatively low cost

Disadvantages of annuities
n	 Can never change it once bought

n	 No opportunity to benefit in future if interest rates or investment 

markets go up again

n	 If you die soon after taking the annuity, none of your pension fund 

can pass on to your survivors

n	 Your insurance company could go bust (so it is important to choose  

a strong company)
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With-profits annuities
With-profits annuities started in the 1990’s to help people continue to 

participate in the potential returns of higher risk and higher expected return 

investments than bonds. They offer some protection against falling markets 

by promising to smooth the investment returns over time. They can be quite 

complex and inflexible as you have to choose an initial level of income (which 

is determined by what is called the ‘Anticipated Bonus Rate’ (ABR) which varies 

from about 1% to 4%, with the higher ABR offering higher starting income, 

but this income will then fall if the with-profits investment fund falls. These 

annuities do often offer a guaranteed minimum investment level (ABR 0%) but 

this income would be very much lower than available on other products. Also, 

if you die soon after taking the annuity, your entire pension fund is lost, none 

can be passed on to your survivors. This can offer some protection against the 

worst falls in the markets, but you are still at the mercy of investment manager 

risk if the with-profits fund performs poorly.

Income drawdown
More recently, increasing numbers of retirees were attracted to delay 

annuitising when they first retired. They were encouraged to leave their money 

invested for a few more years in ‘income drawdown’ in the hope of benefiting 

from market performance. Income drawdown is the name given to a product 

which allows you to continue to keep your retirement savings invested and take 

an income each year rather than buy an annuity. This facility can continue for 

life, although the level of tax payable on unused funds on death is prohibitive 

beyond age 75, so many people choose to buy an annuity at this stage  

(i.e. at 75). The income that can be taken from a drawdown arrangement can 

be varied each year between a minimum and a maximum amount set by the 

Government Actuary’s Department. 

The illustrations of expected investment returns, approved by the Financial 

Services Authority (the UK regulator) flattered income drawdown because  

they did not have to show what could happen when markets collapse or stay 

low for many years, such as has happened in the past 20 years in Japan. Sadly, 

most people who bought a drawdown policy in the past few years would  

have been better off having either purchased an annuity or taken out insurance 

guarantees instead. The poor investment returns and high charges have meant 

some drawdown investors risk running out of money before they die. This is 

partly because many of their investments were left in the stock market, without 

any downside protection and they have therefore lost significant amounts  

of capital. 
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Section 5
Most people who 
bought a drawdown 
policy in the past 
few years would 
have been better 
off having either 
purchased an 
annuity or taken 
out insurance 
guarantees instead

The graph below shows what has happened to index-linked annuities in the UK 

since 2002, based on a 65 year old male with a fund of £50,000.

Source: Lipper April 2009

What are the alternatives for taking pension income out 
of your pension fund?
The amount of pension income you will receive from your pension fund 

depends on very different factors from those that influence the size of the 

pension fund itself. The income will depend on: 

n	 Investment risk

n	 How much tax free cash you take out of the fund 

n	 Whether and when you buy an annuity 

n	 The type of annuity purchased e.g. fixed, index-linked, with-profits

n	 Whether you choose income drawdown for a period instead  

of annuitisation

n	 The charges levied on annuity purchase or income drawdown 

n	 The performance of any investments held in drawdown

n	 Whether any insurance is taken out to protect capital and/or provide 

minimum income

n	 The costs of any insurance taken out
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Section 5
It is now possible 
to buy protection 
against falling 
investment values, 
in the form of 
pension or life 
insurance bonds 
with explicit 
guarantees
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Effect of drawdown on unprotected fund (10 years)

Source: Lipper April 2009

The above chart shows how investments in income drawdown would have 

performed over the last 10 years. Assuming someone had a £50,000 pension 

fund in 1999 (as shown by the blue line above) that was invested 60% in the 

stock market, and they had taken an annual income of £2,860 from the fund 

(as shown by the red line above). However, the value of the fund will have been 

eroded by falling stock markets and it would now be worth less than £30,000. 

This would mean the income taken each year would have to be reduced  

over time.
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Insurance against investment losses –  
unit-linked guarantees
It is now possible to buy protection against falling investment values, in the 

form of pension or life insurance bonds with explicit guarantees. With these 

products, you know that you will at least achieve a minimum return. You would 

hope to do much better than this minimum, but at least retirement planning 

can assume some minimum underpin, even if investment markets prove 

disappointing. 

Insurance companies are becoming increasingly willing to provide insurance 

against both market risks and against falling below a specified level of income 

immediately, or at some time in the future, using unit-linked guarantees. 

Having proved very popular in the US and Asia, this approach is starting  

to become more prevalent in the UK. Between 2007 and 2008, Watson  

Wyatt figures show that the sales of unit-linked guarantees doubled, from 

£539 million to £1.1 billion. It seems likely that recent stock market experience 

will heighten the interest in such approaches and the survey results in Section 4 

would seem to confirm this. 

If you don’t want to lock into today’s annuity rates, if you want to have the 

option of benefiting from higher investment markets and higher interest rates 

in future, you could consider taking your tax-free cash straight away and then 

buying an insured income for the future, which would not fall below the 

minimum level insured, but could grow over time if investment markets do well 

for you. Of course, given the volatility of equity markets, the cost of insuring 

against market falls has increased, so it is important to weigh up the costs with 

the potential benefits.

Insuring your pension income means that you can insure against the income 

from your pension fund in future falling below a minimum level. The insurance 

company will promise to pay you at least a certain amount every year until you 

die. If your investments perform well, that income may go up over time, but if 

the investments perform badly, your income is still fixed at that minimum level.

“
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Section 5
If you had insured 
the value of your 
original pension 
fund, the higher 
value would have 
stayed protected 
even when the 
markets fell during 
the credit crisis

The chart below shows what might have happened to a pension fund over the 

last 20 years if it had been insured against market falls. If your fund had been 

invested in a normal insurance company pension investment fund in 1987 

(represented here by the ABI cautious managed fund benchmark), it would 

have performed in line with the dark blue line and would have performed 

well in the first few years, but then fallen significantly in value since 1999. 

However, if you had insured the value of your original pension fund, it would 

also have increased in the early years and the new higher values would have 

been locked in and then the higher value would have stayed protected even 

when the markets fell during the credit crisis. The value of the guaranteed fund 

would have increased every three years until 1999, then stayed stable while the 

markets fell, thus providing the insurance protection against falling markets. 

The chart highlights the locked in gains every three years of a typical fund with 

60% equity exposure. The chart incorporates product, fund management and 

guarantee charges.

Performance of unit-linked guarantee

Source: Lipper April 2009
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What are the benefits of insurance?
n	 Peace of mind – easier to plan as you know your minimum income

n	 Still benefit from market upturns, but don’t suffer losses

n	 Death benefit – if you die young, your pension fund is not wasted

n	 More flexible than conventional annuity, less risky than income drawdown

What are the downsides of insurance?
n	 The cost will limit the upside if markets do very well 

n	 The value of your pension fund will be less than it could be without  

the insurance

Relatively high charges – guarantees start at about 1% but could cost up  

to 4% a year – price of peace of mind is not cheap.

The insurance provider could go bust – which means you should try to ensure 

the provider is financially strong enough to survive extreme market conditions.
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ABI UK – Cautious (up to 60% Equity) Managed Fund 

Locked in fund value in retirement 
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How can I compare all the options?
There are many choices available when you want to decide how to take 

your pension income out of your pension fund. Each one has advantages, 

but also some drawbacks. There is no one right answer to suit everyone, 

but at the moment almost everyone just takes the fixed lifetime annuity, 

even if that might not be the best thing for them. Ninety percent of 

people retiring now end up with an annuity as soon as they retire. That 

means they could lose all their money if they die soon after retirement, 

and they will have no opportunity to benefit from future increases in 

markets or in interest rates. 

The following tables may help when deciding how to choose which factors 

are most important to you in deciding what to do with your pension fund, 

once you have taken your tax free cash if you decide to do so.

TABLE: What are the differences?
Each product is assessed on three criteria:

1. Security of income: Will I know how much income I can get,  

at least at a minimum level, to help plan my retirement?

2. Growth: Will I still have the chance to benefit from future strong 

investment markets and interest rates?

3. Money back – death benefit: If I die quickly, will my survivors get 

some money back from the rest of my pension fund that has not 

already been paid out to me before I died?

Section 5

34 35

Security of 
income

Growth 
potential for 

future

Early death 
– remaining 
money back

Fixed annuity ✓ ✘ ✘

Inflation annuity ✓ ✓ ✘

With-profits annuity ✓ ✓ ✘

Income drawdown ✘ ✓ ✓

Insurance –  

unit-linked guarantee  
✓ ✓ ✓

TABLE: Comparison of different products

*Source – Annuity Direct April 2009
** Income drawdown allows income to be taken directly from the fund. 
The income that can be taken can be varied each year between a minimum 
of £0 and a maximum of 120% of a pension calculated according to tables 
produced by the Government Actuaries Department (GAD) 
*** Source – Prudential with profit annuity (anticipated bonus rates  
of 0% and 5%)

Please note that there is no such thing as ‘no risk’. Every aspect of pensions entails some risk. 
Even after retirement, there will still be counterparty risk in any product that you invest in. 
Any annuity, income drawdown or unit-linked product runs the risk that your provider could 
go bust. 

RISKS Could 
I run 

out of 
money?

If I die 
soon is 
all my 

pension 
fund 

gone?

Could my 
pension 
income 

fall 
sharply?

Might my 
pension 

be 
eroded 

by 
inflation?

Is my 
pension 
income 
fixed so 
I can’t 

change it?

Are 
charges 
high?

Initial 
income 

illustration 
£50,000 
pension 

fund

Lifetime 
fixed 
annuity

No Yes No Yes Yes No £3,504*

Inflation 
linked 
annuity

No Yes No No Yes No £2,288*

With-
profits 
annuity

No yes yes yes no no £1,580 – 
£3,293***

Income 
drawdown

Yes no yes yes no yes £0 – 
£3,900**

Unit-linked 
guarantee

No no no yes no Yes Min £2,150



Section 6
For people coming 
up to retirement, 
there are several 
important issues  
to understand  
and choices to  
be made

Summary of questions to consider 
when planning your retirement 
income
Pre-retirement – planning to build up  
a pension fund

Coping with investment risk before retirement
There are several issues that must be considered when building up a long-term 

fund for pension income

1. What contributions can I afford?

2. Should I invest in the stock market and hope that I will get high returns by 

taking the risk? – will the equity risk premium help me and will it deliver 

returns in time?

3. Should I invest in safer bonds which will not deliver much return, but at 

least I should be better able to know what my fund will be worth?

4. Can I afford to be hit by prolonged periods of steep decline in the stock 

market?

5. Am I willing to pay a premium to insure my fund against sharp falls in 

stock markets?

At retirement planning – getting pension income 
out of your fund:

The important questions to consider
For people coming up to retirement, there are several important issues to 

understand and choices to be made, in order to try to provide pension income. 

These questions include:

1. Do I have significant other assets so that my pension fund is not crucial to 

my standard of living?

2. What kind of annuity do I want – can I be sure of my needs over a 20 or 

30 year retirement?

3. Can I expect to live longer or shorter than average? Am I in good health, 

or do I have some serious illnesses?

4. Is now a good time to convert my pension savings into an annuity?

5. If not, should I just take my 25% tax-free cash lump sum out now and 

leave the rest of my pension money invested to hope to grow more?

6. Do I need to have protection against inflation?

7. Can I insure myself against falling markets? 

36 37

Post-retirement planning – ongoing decision 
making:

If you have not bought a lifetime annuity
Anyone who does not lock into a lifetime annuity on retirement may need to 

keep making decisions each year about their pension fund and their future 

income. They will still be potentially exposed to market risks but will also have 

the possibility of extra returns and higher pension income if the pension fund 

keeps growing.

Choices each year:
1. Do I annuitise now – is this a good time, or might rates improve if I wait?

2. What investments should my fund be in now?

If you cannot insure yourself against market risks – and most people can’t – 

then you can pool with others to obtain some insurance in the new insured 

pension products, where an insurance company will do this for you.

“

“
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Section 6
If you cannot 
afford to lose much 
of your pension 
savings when 
markets experience 
sharp falls, you 
can now consider 
insuring against this 
eventuality

So what do you need to do now?

The vital questions
Can you assume that a pure equities strategy will work for you over the ‘long 

term’? Is gambling on the stock market the best way to save for retirement? 

Can you afford to find that you are left with little more than the state pension? 

Would you be willing to pay for some insurance to help you have a solid 

minimum base of private retirement income? These are vital questions which 

people need to be considering now, but do they know this? 

Shift of risk has occurred without proper recognition
There has been an almost complete shift of risk away from employers and onto 

the general public. This is very challenging, yet so poorly understood. In order 

to cope with these risks, it is, of course, vital to first recognise and understand 

them. Once you appreciate the risks you face, you can then try to find ways to 

mitigate them. 

Everyone who lives in a house knows that they face the risk of burglary, fire 

or flood. But not everyone who is saving for their retirement is aware of the 

risks of poor equity market or investment returns, high charges and expensive 

annuitisation.

As Government and employers pull out of providing a social welfare underpin, 

private pension income becomes increasingly important to avoid poverty in later 

life. The old idea that stock markets could always be relied on to deliver long 

term strong returns has left many people facing an impoverished old age. 

If you cannot afford to lose much of your pension savings when markets 

experience sharp falls, you can now consider insuring against this eventuality. 

You may be able to help mitigate losses, but still leave some potential for 

investment growth better than just relying on low-yielding bonds. It’s up to you 

to decide, but at least make sure you know what your options are before it’s 

too late!
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Table: Trend in UK basic state pension over time

UK basic state pension as a % of average earnings

1979 26%

1987 20%

2007 16%

Source: National Statistics

The basic state pension has been consistently devalued over the years. The 

additional State-Earnings Related Pension Scheme (SERPS), introduced in the 

1970s, was replaced by the State Second Pension (S2P) in 2002. This is better 

for the lowest earners but much less generous for everyone else. The latest 

reforms will make S2P even less generous and it will no longer be tied to 

earnings in future.4 

Nevertheless, continued reductions of the state pension were thought to 

be acceptable because policymakers expected most people to have private 

pensions on top of state income. 

Appendix
What are pensions?

Sorting out some muddled thinking 
When people talk about ‘pensions’ they often refer to various different 

concepts, which all have the same name. 

Part of the reason for the confusion stems from the history of our whole 

pension system. 

At its simplest, a ‘pension’ is income that people have to live on in old age.  

This income needs to be considered in two parts. A ‘pension’ is both:

A.  Social welfare – usually provided by the state 

B.  Income from long term savings – usually provided privately

SOCIAL WELFARE PENSIONS
1A (i) Social welfare pensions – state pension system
In 1908, the UK Government introduced a state ‘pension’ which was

a social welfare payment to support elderly members of society and prevent 

old people who could not earn a living from becoming destitute or begging on 

the streets. After the second world war, the UK Government introduced a new 

system of ‘national insurance’ which was supposed to entitle workers to a basic 

pension in old age, based on the number of years they paid national insurance 

contributions. 

State pension keeps changing so pension planning has  
no firm base
Pension planning has been made very difficult for many people, because the 

value and composition of the UK state pension keeps changing. This means 

individuals cannot rely on a particular amount of state social welfare underpin 

as a foundation on which to build their later life income. In fact, today the UK 

national insurance pension is the most complex and about the least generous in 

the developed world. Every few years, UK Governments have changed the state 

pensions, constantly reducing its value for all but the lowest income groups. 

The state pension system consists of three major elements:

1. The basic state pension – a full basic state pension is just £95.23 a week

2. The additional state pension – SERPS and S2P2

3. The pension credit – a means-tested safety net paying about £130  

per week3 
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2 Following the success of private sector employer final salary pension schemes, in the 1970s the UK Government decided to 
introduce another part of the state pension. This was earnings related, rather than just flat-rate social welfare payments as with 
the basic state pension. It was designed to ensure that those who earned more when they were working, also had higher pensions 
when they reached pension age. National insurance contributions were increased to reflect higher future state pension payments. 
This extra state pension was meant to offer benefits that were similar to an employer final salary scheme for those workers whose 
employers did not offer such schemes. If workers were in an employer final salary scheme, then their employer scheme could replace 
the earnings-related additional state pension and both workers and employers would then pay reduced national insurance (a process 
known as ‘contracting out’ of the additional state pension). 

3 As the other elements of the state pension have dwindled, the reliance on means-testing of pensioners in the pension credit 
has increased significantly. Between 40% and 50% of pensioners will have to claim means-tested benefits in retirement. For these 
people, pension planning can be almost impossible, since they do not know whether their private pension income will be penalised 
in the pension credit means test on retirement. This will apply to increasing numbers of people as a result of the recent economic 
turmoil, falling markets and falling interest rates.

4 In future, the value of the basic state pension is due to rise in line with earnings rather than price inflation after 2012, however  
this will be offset by tying the additional state pension to prices instead of earnings and both payments will be made from later ages. 
The state is gradually giving up on providing earnings-related pensions for millions of workers in the state second pension system.Information correct at time of printing

1909  First Old Age Pension 
starting at age 70

1944   The Beveridge Report – 
introduces comprehensive 
social security

1961  State Graduated Pension 
Scheme introduced – the 
first pension related to the 
amount someone earned 
during their working life

1978  State-Earnings Related 
Pension Scheme launched 
(SERPS) – a more generous 
version of the graduated 
pension scheme paid for 
by additional National 
Insurance contributions

1988  Pension scheme 
membership as a 
condition of employment 
abolished – employers 
could not longer force 
workers to be a member  
of their pension scheme

2002  State Second Pension 
introduced – SERPS was 
altered to become a scheme 
which paid relatively more 
to poorer workers and less 
to those up the earnings 
scale. Will eventually 
become an additional flat 
rate scheme

2006  Pensions Simplification 
launched – pension 
legislation was simplified 
to make it more easily 
understood by both advisers 
and scheme members

2012  Auto-enrolled Personal 
Accounts to be launched 
– a new state sponsored 
pension scheme where both 
employer and employee 
contributions will be 
made for those who are 
automatically enrolled
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1B Confusion between social welfare and private savings 
income as traditional employer schemes provided both
Of course, the social welfare concept is very different from the concept of 

private long-term savings. Frequently, however, people do not differentiate 

between the ‘entitlement’ aspect of a social welfare pension in a modern 

society and the accumulation of private savings in a pension fund that can  

be used to supplement the basic social welfare payments for a better lifestyle. 

Confusion has arisen because traditional employer final salary pension schemes 

provided both social welfare and long-term savings. Although initially non-

contributory, they generally ended up collecting money from workers in 

the form of pension contributions that would help pay for their final salary 

pensions in retirement. These workers often had no other retirement savings 

once they were contributing to their employer scheme. 

So workers felt they were ‘saving for their pension’ in their employer’s final 

salary scheme and felt their own contributions meant they had an entitlement 

to their pension and that they had ‘paid for it’. In reality, however, it was 

actually their employer who was responsible for ensuring that there was 

enough money in the pension fund to pay the promised pensions that workers 

were expecting. 

The pension income paid out was not directly related to the amount the 

workers themselves put in at all. 

This has led to another layer of confusion in the pension debate.

Appendix
The employer 
pension scheme 
promised a specific 
level of pension 
each year, so 
however long the 
worker lived, the 
employer had  
to keep paying

1A (ii) Social welfare – employer provision in final  
salary schemes
Social welfare, like unemployment benefit, would normally be considered 

a state role, with Government underwriting a minimum level of support. 

However, 20th-century paternalistic employers chose to provide social welfare 

too. After the industrial revolution, benevolent employers decided they wanted 

to look after their workers in retirement. So they set up pension schemes, 

designed to ensure that after lifelong employment in unpleasant factory 

conditions, workers would then be looked after for the last few years of their 

life as a reward for their loyal service. Of course, the workers were expected to 

live only a few years – perhaps 5 or 10 at most. Employers agreed to provide 

this extra social welfare through final salary pension schemes, supplementing 

the state pension payments. The employer pension scheme promised a specific 

level of pension each year, so however long the worker lived, the employer 

had to keep paying. These schemes therefore allowed the UK Government to 

get away with reducing the sate pension over time, because it was generally 

expected that employers would provide the extra social welfare support to 

offset state pension cuts.

The role of the employer has partly fuelled confusion between the two 

concepts of pension, which are very different but often perceived as the same. 

PENSIONS FROM PRIVATE LONG-TERM SAVINGS
The word ‘pension’ also refers to a special kind of long-term savings vehicle – 

one in which money builds up until later life (with the benefit of tax relief) and 

is then used to provide a retirement income. Anyone putting money into their 

pension fund must be prepared to part with it perhaps for decades; normally 

they cannot touch the money or get any of it back until they want to retire. 

Private long-term savings would usually be the responsibility of private 

individuals – how much they choose to save during their lives would be up  

to them, according to their own circumstances. 
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Appendix
Most employers 
have been pulling 
out of final salary 
pension provision

A PENSION FUND IS NOT A PENSION!

It is important to separate the concept of building up a ‘pension fund’, from 

that of receiving ‘pension income’. Confusion often arises, because the 

accumulated pension ‘fund’ is also referred to as the ‘pension’ but that is 

an incorrect term. Many people feel they are saving in a ‘pension’ and the 

Government often refers to them as having a ‘pension’ but in reality, putting 

money into a pension fund, is not the same as receiving a ‘pension’ out of it.5 

Of course, it is the regular income paid out of a pension fund that is needed 

to live on in old age, so the term ‘pension’ should really refer to the income, 

rather than the fund itself.

Again, final salary schemes caused confusion
In the heydays of employer final salary schemes, putting money in to the 

employer’s pension fund did actually mean workers could have some 

expectation of receiving a particular level of pension income out of that fund 

for the rest of their life. However much they put in, the pension income they 

received on retirement was set and would last as long as they lived. They did 

not have to worry about the risks and costs – the employer took care of all that. 

If there was not enough money in the pension fund, the employer had to put 

more in to ensure that the pensions were still paid. So the ‘fund’ automatically 

produced the ‘pension income’ workers were expecting and the distinction 

between the two terms was not directly relevant to the individuals themselves 

when planning for their retirement. 
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The word ‘pension’ is often used inter-changeably to mean two 

separate things:

1. Pension fund accumulated over the years

2. Pension income received by pensioners – this is really the pension!

5 The Government’s proposed personal accounts also seem to fall into this trap – with over-riding focus on money going into the 
accounts, but almost no provision for getting pension income out!

“ “

SOCIAL WELFARE PENSIONS DWINDLING AS STATE 
AND EMPLOYERS CUT BACK
The state pension has been cut back substantially over the years. However, 

employers have also been sharply reducing their social welfare commitments 

too. Over time, the Government continually imposed extra burdens on 

employer schemes. The risks and the costs of providing those pensions rose 

and had both been significantly underestimated. This left employers struggling 

to provide very expensive social welfare-type payments for many decades into 

the future, which they were unwilling or unable to finance. Most employers 

have therefore been pulling out of final salary pension provision. This means 

that cuts in the UK state pension are not being offset by good private pensions 

as had previously been expected. Therefore the social welfare underpin for 

UK pensions has shrunk considerably, leaving more of the burden of pension 

provision on private long-term savings.

In any case, long-term social welfare commitments do not really fit with 

modern capitalism. As most workers no longer stay with the same employer 

for life, the sense of obligation for later life support has gone. In addition, the 

employers themselves do not stay stable and ownership changes relatively 

frequently, undermining any sense of historic loyalty to the workforce. 



Appendix
Without a final 
salary scheme 
the importance 
of the private 
long-term savings 
income increases 
substantially
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BIGGER BURDENS ON PRIVATE SAVINGS  
TO PRODUCE GOOD PENSIONS
In future, it seems clear that employers will not shoulder responsibility for 

unlimited social welfare later-life income support. The best that can be 

expected is probably that they will help with long-term savings, by helping 

workers put some of their salary aside for their retirement.

Without a final salary scheme (or other ‘defined benefit’ employer scheme  

such as career average) the importance of the private long-term savings income 

increases substantially. If social welfare falls and private pension income does 

not increase, there will be far more pensioners in poverty. 

Individuals must cope with the risks and costs directly
It is therefore vital to understand the importance of both building up a 

pension fund and obtaining pension income from it. People trying to plan their 

retirement income without a final salary pension do not always understand 

that putting money aside and building up a fund is not enough to ensure any 

particular – or indeed adequate – level of later life income for them to live on.

With a private defined contribution pension6 the money paid in does not 

predict what pension income is paid out in future. 

6 This includes employer defined contribution schemes, stakeholder pensions, SIPPs, SSASs and will also apply in future to the 
proposed new ‘personal accounts’
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